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The results of experimental operation of a gas-bearing turboalternator under transient tests are presented. The tests were rapid startup, change in operational mode of the thrust bearing, and stepping of the electrical load using two types of turboalternator speed control. The journal bearing exceeded the design clearance limits during the startup test, but operated stably. The excessive clearance was caused by insufficient control of the coolant through the bearing mount. The thrust bearing experienced large changes during the electrical load steps using one method of speed control but also always operated stably.
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SUMMARY

The results of experimental operation of a gas-bearing turboalternator under various transient tests are presented in this report. The tests performed were rapid startup, change in operational mode of the thrust bearing, and stepping of the electrical load with two types of shaft speed control. These tests are representative of the condition that may be found in an actual space-power system.

During the startup tests, the turboalternator journal bearing clearance exceeded the design limits but operated stably. The excessive clearance was caused by insufficient control of the coolant through the bearing mount ring.

The thrust bearing experienced large clearance changes during the alternator step-load transients. This was due to the method of speed control. The transient from hydrostatic to hydrodynamic operation on the thrust bearing took place smoothly.

INTRODUCTION

As part of Lewis Research Center's work in developing space-power generation systems, studies were made (refs. 1 and 2) and hardware was built for a power system operating on the Brayton thermodynamic cycle with argon as the working fluid. As part of the work, a turbine-driven alternator (turboalternator) incorporating self-acting gas-lubricated bearings was built (refs. 3 to 6).

Extensive testing was conducted on the turboalternator and its components. The results of the testing done on the turbine are reported in references 7 to 10. The operating characteristics of the alternator and the associated electrical control systems are presented in references 11 to 17. The performance of the turboalternator is presented in references 18 and 19.

Of prime importance in the development of the turboalternator is the operation of the gas bearings during transient and steady-state operation. The steady-state tests of
the gas bearings at Lewis is discussed in reference 20. The results of the transient tests are contained herein.

The results discussed include the effects of a rapid turboalternator startup from zero speed and $580^\circ$ F (580 K) to design speed and approximately $1150^\circ$ F (896 K), a change in the operating mode of the thrust bearing from hydrostatic (externally pressurized) operation to hydrodynamic (self-acting) operation, and the effects of stepping the electrical load using two types of turboalternator shaft speed control. These particular tests are important because of the possibility of transients starting a mode of unstable operation that could lead to a catastrophic bearing failure.

APPARATUS

Turboalternator Description

The turboalternator consists of a four-pole homopolar inductor alternator and a two-stage axial-flow turbine mounted on a common shaft. The shaft is supported on two self-acting (hydrodynamic) tilting-pad journal bearings and an inward-pumping, spiral-groove, self-acting thrust bearing. The turboalternator is shown in figure 1. Table I lists the design conditions.

![Figure 1. - Turboalternator.](image-url)
TABLE I. - DESIGN CONDITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turbine:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inlet total temperature, °F (K)</td>
<td>1225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet total pressure, psia (N/m²)</td>
<td>8.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure ratio, total to static</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotative speed, rpm</td>
<td>12000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coolant flow rates, lb/min (kg/min):</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Front journal-bearing (forward) heat exchanger</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front journal-bearing (rear) heat exchanger</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front journal-bearing support ring heat exchanger</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rear journal-bearing (forward) heat exchanger</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rear journal-bearing (rear) heat exchanger</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rear journal-bearing support ring heat exchanger</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrust-bearing heat exchanger</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The journal bearings are located between the turbine and alternator and between the alternator and thrust bearing. Each bearing consists of four pads; and each pad covers an 80° arc of the shaft circumference. The pads pivot on a nonconforming ball and socket (pivot ball diameter, 0.625 in. (1.58 cm); socket diameter, 0.812 in. (2.06 cm)). The pivot ball is mounted to the bearing housing by a flexible beam (flexure). The flexures reduce the rigid-body critical speeds of the rotor bearing system and provide accommodation for thermal growth. The pivots allow angular motion of the pads thus providing good alignment capability. The bearing parts are shown in figure 2.

Although the journal bearings are designed to be self-acting, they also can be externally pressurized (hydrostatic). External pressurization is used for rotational starting and stopping when the shaft is in a position other than vertical.

The heat generated in the journal bearings is removed by liquid cooled heat-exchanger sleeves located around the shaft on each side of the bearings. (The coolant used in the test was Dow Corning 200.) The heat is conducted from the shaft to the heat exchangers through a 0.005-inch (1.27x10⁻²-cm) radial gap. The inner surface of the shaft under the journal-bearing area is plated with a 0.125-inch (0.318-cm) thick layer of copper. The plating is used to maintain uniform temperatures along the shaft under the bearing pads for minimum thermal gradient and hence minimum distortion in the bearing. A schematic drawing of the journal bearing and heat exchangers is shown in figure 3.

The support ring, holding the bearing assembly, contains liquid coolant passages to allow for bearing clearance adjustment during operation. Since the temperature of the support ring is largely determined by the coolant temperature, adjustment of coolant
Figure 2. - Parts layout for front journal-bearing assembly.

Figure 3. - Schematic of journal bearing.
temperature results in a bearing clearance adjustment.

A schematic view of the thrust bearing is shown in figure 4. Both the main and reverse thrust bearings can be operated hydrostatically, but only the main thrust bearing can be operated hydrodynamically. The hydrostatic capability is for use during rotational starting and stopping. The thrust load on the main bearing is 87 pounds (390 N) when the turboalternator is in the vertical position and at the turbine design condition. Of this, 57 pounds (26 kg) is shaft mass and 30 pounds (135 N) is aerodynamic forces. The main thrust bearing is designed for a maximum 250-pound (1100-N) load to provide for transient loads encountered in startup. The main-thrust-bearing stator (fig. 5) is flexibly mounted to permit dynamic alignment of the stator with the thrust runner. Liquid flows through the main thrust stator to cool it. Details of thrust-bearing design are presented in reference 4.

A small amount of argon at ambient temperature is fed through the turboalternator from the thrust-bearing end of the machine. The gas flows through and around the shaft toward the turbine end (fig. 6). The gas then enters the main gas flow through gap passages before and after the turbine. The purpose of the gas is to prevent backflow of hot turbine gas into the bearing area and to assist in heat removal. The cooling argon was obtained from a source external to the closed loop (see fig. 7). In a space-power system, this gas supply would be bled from the discharge of the argon-circulating compressor.
Figure 5. - Main-thrust-bearing stator.
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Figure 6. - Cross-sectional view of turboalternator.

Figure 7. - Schematic Brayton cycle turboalternator test facility.
Test Facility Description

The test facility used to operate the turboalternator is described in detail in reference 19. The facility is a closed loop, using a motordriven compressor to circulate the argon. A flow schematic is shown in figure 7.

The argon supplied to the turbine was heated by the electric heater. Inlet pressure was controlled by regulating the flow through the turbine bypass. Turbine weight flow was measured by the venturi upstream of the turboalternator, and pressure ratio was controlled by the valve at the turbine discharge. This control valve was also used to automatically control turbine speed for some of the tests.

The oil loop supplied coolant to the alternator-stator heat exchangers and to the bearing support ring at each of the bearings. Coolant temperatures and the oil flow rates to the alternator, bearing heat exchangers, and support rings could be controlled individually.

The alternator electrical output was absorbed by the electrical system shown in figure 8. This system is like the one that would be used in an actual space-power system. In the actual system, the turboalternator would run at constant power with the power going to the parasitic load and the useful load. The useful load represents the user demand. The speed controller maintains a constant turboalternator speed by controlling the amount of power to the parasitic loads as the useful load changes.

The voltage-exciter was designed and built for NASA under the same contract as the turboalternator. Two regulator-exciters were built: one a breadboard model and the other a flight-type design. The breadboard model was used in these tests because adjustments, if necessary, could be made.

Figure 8. Schematic of turboalternator electrical system.
The electric speed controller used is a static breadboard type. It was designed and built at Lewis specifically for this system. Speed is controlled within the desired range by phase-controlled parasitic loading of the alternator. This type of control eliminates control valves in the gas system, but it causes some undesirable effects (ref. 21) in the electrical system. The control range was 394 to 408 hertz (11 820 to 12 240 rpm) for rated system conditions.

Instrument Description

Chromel-Alumel thermocouples were used to measure turboalternator internal temperatures and turbine inlet and outlet gas temperatures. The inlet and outlet gas temperatures were measured with bare spike stream thermocouples mounted on rakes. The oil coolant temperatures were measured with iron-constantan thermocouples immersed in the oil stream.

Pressures were measured with strain-gage transducers. Static and total pressures were measured at the turbine inlet and outlet. Turboalternator case pressures were also measured.

The turbine weight flow was measured with a calibrated venturi, coolant oil flow with turbine flowmeters, and coolant gas flows with rotameters.

Capacitance probes were used to measure journal motion relative to the housing, thrust-bearing film thickness, film thickness between each bearing pad and the shaft, and the dynamic motion of the bearing pads relative to the turboalternator housing.

The output of the probe is a voltage that is directly proportional to the clearance. All the outputs of the capacitance probes were recorded on an FM magnetic tape recorder. These data were later put on a chart recorder or played back on oscilloscopes where the traces were photographed. The outputs of the bearing clearance probes were also sent to oscilloscopes during the tests for continuous monitoring. The wattmeters, voltmeters, and ammeters used to measure alternator output were the wide-frequency-range, true-rms electronic types.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

This report contains the results of three of the dynamic tests performed on the turboalternator and how they affected the gas bearings. The tests were the turboalternator startup transients from zero speed and 580°F (580 K) up to design speed and 1145°F (895 K), change in thrust bearing operational mode, and stepping of the electrical load. The tests will be discussed separately.
This test was performed to determine the effects of a rapid startup on the rotor-bearing system. The effects include those of the shaft acceleration from zero to design speed (12 000 rpm) and the thermal transient from a 580°F (580 K) to a 1145°F (855 K) turbine inlet temperature. The first portion of the test showed how the rotor-bearing system reacted to initial shaft rotation until the journal bearings were operating in a hydrodynamic mode and they had accelerated past the first two critical speeds. It also showed how the electric speed control reacted in stoping speed acceleration and controlling it at 12 000 rpm. The second portion showed how the bearing clearances were affected by thermal growth. Of special interest was the front journal bearing because of its proximity to the turbine.

In order to get as fast a thermal transient as possible, the turboalternator was shut down while it was still hot and before the startup test; it cooled while the facility piping was kept as hot as possible. The cooling was accomplished by removing the insulation from the turbine and not the adjacent piping. The insulation was then replaced immediately before the startup.

The coolant-oil-flow and temperature-limit controls were set at the values required to maintain nominal bearing clearance at turboalternator design conditions. These conditions are specified in table I. The thrust bearing was operated in the hydrostatic mode.

The electrical output of the alternator was connected to the parasitic speed control through the voltage regulator-exciter. No useful loading was used for the test. The entire power output was absorbed by the parasitic load bank.

At the beginning of the test, the facility heater was turned on full, the coolant oil system was started, and the turbine outlet valve was opened to the point where design pressure ratio (1.26) was established across the turbine. Turbine inlet pressure was maintained at the design value of 8.45 psia (58 kN/m²) by the automatic control.

The acceleration of the shaft from 0 to 12 000 rpm and the bearing clearance during that time interval are shown in figure 9. The clearance plotted is the average radial clearance of the front journal bearing. The rear journal showed the same characteristics so it is not plotted. The curve shows that for the turbine design inlet pressure and pressure ratio, the shaft reached design speed in 12 seconds. The electric speed controller started to load the alternator at about 11 800 rpm and held the speed at 12 000 rpm without going into an oscillation or overshoots.

The journal bearing clearance data shows that hydrodynamic bearing operation was reached by 300 rpm. The average clearance decreased for the first 2 seconds of operation (2000 rpm) then increased reaching 1.5 mils (38 µm) at 12 000 rpm.

There was negligible change in bearing operation passing through the critical speeds
Figure 9. Variation of front journal bearing average clearance and shaft speed with time during beginning of startup. Bearing support ring temperature, 125°F (324 K); bearing pad temperature, 105°F (313 K); assembled radial clearance, 0.8 mil (21 μm).

Figure 10. - Turbine temperature variation with time during fast startup.
(7200 to 9600 rpm); this was no doubt due to the speed of acceleration and the size of the criticals as reported in reference 20.

After reaching design speed, the thermal transient can be studied. Figure 10 shows how the turbine temperatures varied with time. Plotted along with gas temperature is the rear scroll wall temperature and the temperature of the adapter housing between the front journal bearing and the turbine housing. The profile of the wall and housing temperatures differ from the gas profile because of the thermal lag in heating the housings. The temperatures did not start at the same level because of conductive heating from the facility piping before the start of the test and after the insulation was replaced on the turbine. The long transient time can be attributed to the mass of the facility piping.

The effect of these thermal changes on temperature and clearances of the front bearing is shown in figure 11. Here the temperatures of the support ring for the bearing pads and the pad temperatures are plotted along with radial bearing clearance. The pad temperature is indicative of the shaft temperature. The radial clearance is allowed by design to vary between 0.5 and 1.5 mils (13 and 38 µm). Figure 11 shows that the clearance started at the 1.43-mil (35-µm) value and got larger. The maximum clearance occurring 6 to 8 minutes into the startup. Even though the clearance slightly exceeded the design limit, the bearings continued to operate in a stable mode.

The clearance was large because of the thermal growth of the bearing support ring with respect to the shaft. The clearance continued to grow for a while because the ring pads and the pad temperatures are plotted along with radial bearing clearance. The pad temperature is indicative of the shaft temperature. The radial clearance is allowed by design to vary between 0.5 and 1.5 mils (13 and 38 µm). Figure 11 shows that the clearance started at the 1.43-mil (35-µm) value and got larger. The maximum clearance occurring 6 to 8 minutes into the startup. Even though the clearance slightly exceeded the design limit, the bearings continued to operate in a stable mode.

The clearance was large because of the thermal growth of the bearing support ring with respect to the shaft. The clearance continued to grow for a while because the ring pads and the pad temperatures are plotted along with radial bearing clearance. The pad temperature is indicative of the shaft temperature. The radial clearance is allowed by design to vary between 0.5 and 1.5 mils (13 and 38 µm). Figure 11 shows that the clearance started at the 1.43-mil (35-µm) value and got larger. The maximum clearance occurring 6 to 8 minutes into the startup. Even though the clearance slightly exceeded the design limit, the bearings continued to operate in a stable mode.

The clearance was large because of the thermal growth of the bearing support ring with respect to the shaft. The clearance continued to grow for a while because the ring pads and the pad temperatures are plotted along with radial bearing clearance. The pad temperature is indicative of the shaft temperature. The radial clearance is allowed by design to vary between 0.5 and 1.5 mils (13 and 38 µm). Figure 11 shows that the clearance started at the 1.43-mil (35-µm) value and got larger. The maximum clearance occurring 6 to 8 minutes into the startup. Even though the clearance slightly exceeded the design limit, the bearings continued to operate in a stable mode.

The clearance was large because of the thermal growth of the bearing support ring with respect to the shaft. The clearance continued to grow for a while because the ring pads and the pad temperatures are plotted along with radial bearing clearance. The pad temperature is indicative of the shaft temperature. The radial clearance is allowed by design to vary between 0.5 and 1.5 mils (13 and 38 µm). Figure 11 shows that the clearance started at the 1.43-mil (35-µm) value and got larger. The maximum clearance occurring 6 to 8 minutes into the startup. Even though the clearance slightly exceeded the design limit, the bearings continued to operate in a stable mode.
continued to heat up at a faster rate than the shaft. The profile of the pad temperature indicates a thermal lag while the support ring did not. The clearance began to decrease as the shaft began to heat up.

The support ring was heated conductively by the turbine and by oil in the heat exchanger passages. The shaft was heated by heat conducted from the turbine wheel and sheering of the gas film in the bearing. Figure 12 is a comparison of the temperature profiles of the adapter housing, the bearing support ring, and the cooling oil. The figure shows that the oil heated the bearing support ring rapidly, so it did not show the thermal lag that the adapter housing and the shaft temperature profiles showed.

Figure 13 shows the same parameters plotted for the rear bearing as was plotted for the front bearing in figure 11. As can be seen in the figure, the clearance values started at 1.5 mils (38 μm), then went downward. No oil was flowing through the support ring during this portion of the test. This indicates that the shaft temperature was raising faster than the support-ring temperature. After 4 minutes of operation, with clearance dropping at a fairly rapid rate and no signs of it leveling out, the operator started flowing oil through the support. As expected the clearance increased. But the increase was so rapid, that the operator shut off flow fearing that the clearance would get too high. When the clearance came back down it was allowed to continue, settling out at the 1-mil (25-μm) level without flowing any more oil through the support ring.

The temperature profile of the support ring is not plotted for the time interval between 2 and 7 minutes because exact data for the period were not available.
The most significant conclusion that can be drawn from this portion of the startup is that the journal clearance is very dependent on the support ring oil conditions.

Reference 20 contains a figure showing journal clearance as a function of turbine inlet temperature. The curve shows the clearance of the front journal increasing with temperature but remaining within the $1/2$ to $11/2$-mil (13 to 38 μm) operating envelope. At first glance, the data in this report appear to contradict this. But the data in reference 20 were taken at steady-state conditions where all thermal lags were allowed to settle out.

It was mentioned earlier that the bearing clearance was high at the beginning of the startup test but that the bearings operated stably. However, the motion of the shaft center (orbital motion) was higher than had been experienced in all other tests. The large orbit size was caused by the high starting clearance. As time passed the orbit got smaller reaching normal size after $2^{1/2}$ minutes of operation. Photographs of the front bearing orbit are shown in figure 14. At the start the orbit size was 0.4 mil (1 μm) in diameter; the normal size was 0.1 mil (0.25 μm). The first trace in figure 14 (15-sec trace) was taken as soon as 12 000 rpm was reached.

In addition to the orbits, figure 14 also shows photographs of the pitch and roll motion of the front journal bearing pads. The motions start out large, and their amplitude follows that of the orbit size. The largest motion shows no indication of any dis-

![Figure 13. Rear bearing average clearance and temperatures experienced during startup transient.](image)
Figure 14. Shaft and pad motions of front journal bearing during beginning of startup thermal transient.
turbance caused by physical contact with the shaft or by any sticking in the pivot ball and socket.

The thrust bearing was operated hydrostatically for the first 10 minutes of the transient, then operation was changed to the hydrodynamic mode. The changeover could have been made as soon as 12 000 rpm was reached, but it was delayed because of the unexpectedly large clearance experienced on the journal bearings. The thrust load remained constant during the thermal transient because the turbine inlet pressure and pressure ratio were constant. Thrust bearing operation was not affected by any thermal changes.

Change in Thrust Bearing Operational Mode

The turboalternator thrust bearing was designed with both hydrostatic and hydrodynamic capabilities. The hydrostatic capability was incorporated for startup to eliminate rubbing and to reduce starting torque. So the normal operating procedure was to start hydrostatically, then to switch to hydrodynamic operation when 12 000 rpm was reached. It should be noted here that this transient is part of the startup but is not thermal in nature.

A test was performed then to see how the bearings reacted to the change in operating mode. The test was made holding all conditions constant at design rating. The change in operating mode was made by either stepping on or off the external jacking gas supply used for hydrostatic operation. The gas pressures were 80 psi (5.5×10^5 N/m^2) on the main thrust and 100 psi (6.9×10^5 N/m^2) on the reverse thrust bearing.

Figure 15 shows how the main thrust bearing clearance is affected by the transients.

\[\text{Figure 15. Main thrust bearing clearance variation during transient from hydrostatic to hydrodynamic operation and back to hydrostatic.}\]
The curve shows the change from hydrostatic to hydrodynamic operation then back to hydrostatic. The change to hydrodynamic operation is much slower because the jacking gas pressure is being bled down through small orifices in the thrust bearing stator faces (fig. 4). A secondary effect is the fact that the load capacity of the bearing is going from a pressure dependent state to a clearance dependent state. There were no other effects noticed on the turboalternator, including the journal bearings, while performing the thrust bearing mode transients. There was no instabilities, oscillation, or overshoots observed in the thrust bearings either.

**Electrical Load Steps**

The last tests to be discussed is the response of the gas bearing system (clearance changes) to electrical load transients. The load transients were applied by adding and removing load in steps. In all cases, the load was changed in step increments of approximately 3, 6, 9, and 12 kilowatts. The tests were conducted at the design shaft speed of 12 000 rpm at power factors of 0.8 lagging (design value) and approximately 1. The bearing cavity pressures were 6.3 psia (43 kN/m²) for the front journal bearing, and 11.2 psi (77 kN/m²) for the rear journal bearing and thrust bearing. The bearings were operated in the hydrodynamic mode throughout the tests.

Two types of load steps were studied: the stepping of the alternator load itself using the valve speed control and the stepping the useful load using the electric speed controller. Both types of speed controls represent methods considered for use in controlling turbine speed in an actual space power system. Even though the electrical system has been selected, the results of both methods are presented here.

The step changes using the valve speed control were of the load on-off-on type. They were made by first establishing the desired load level (or step size) on the alternator and the opening and closing contactor C1, leaving C3 open and C2 closed (see fig. 8). The resulting alternator power response is shown typically in figure 16. When contactor C1 is opened (on-off or load removal step), the alternator power drops off instantaneously as a pure step function. When contactor C1 is closed (off-on or load applied step), the alternator power increase is slower and is not a step function. Response curves of the gas bearing clearances will be presented for both steps.

Journal bearing clearance is the distance between the bearing pad and the journal (see fig. 3). The main thrust clearance is the distance between the thrust runner and the flexibly mounted main thrust stator (see fig. 4). The reverse thrust clearance is the distance between the thrust runner and the reverse thrust stator (fig. 4). The load step tests using valve speed control resulted in large clearance changes in both the main and reverse thrust bearings and negligible clearance changes in the journal bearings. The
large clearance changes were a result of the change in turbine pressure ratio (aerodynamic thrust) caused by the turbine exhaust valve. The valve was controlling turbine power as a result of a sensed changed in speed. So the thrust bearing reaction was an indirect result of the electrical load step and a direct result of the change in turbine pressure ratio.

The response of the main and reverse thrust bearings to the steps is shown in figure 17. The data are presented in terms of change in clearance with respect to time for each transient. Zero change in clearance is the clearance the bearing was operating at before the transient was initiated. The largest changes that occurred were in the reverse thrust bearing, the maximum being 1.9 mils (48 μm) for the 12.6-kilowatt step.

The shape of the on-off (load removal) response curves for both the main and reverse thrust bearings approximate the response of a linear second-order system. For all step sizes the percent overshoot was constant at approximately 28 percent for the reverse thrust bearing and from 48 to 65 percent (within 20 percentage points of being constant) for the main thrust bearing. The difference in percent overshoot between the main and reverse thrust bearing shows that each is a separate system. This is expected because of the flexibly mounted main thrust stator. The relatively constant percent overshoot (independent of step size) of both thrust bearings indicate that each system is linear.

Another check for linearity of the thrust bearing responses is shown in figure 18 where maximum values of overshoot (clearance change) are plotted against step size. The resulting curve of each thrust bearing is a straight line. The maximum clearance change occurred for the 12.6-kilowatt step on the reverse thrust bearing. The clearance change is 2.4 mils (60 μm).

Based on these results, the reverse thrust bearing response approximates a linear second-order system with a damping ratio of 0.37 and a natural frequency of 0.25 hertz.

The load steps applied using the electric speed controller were done in a similar
Figure 17. - Transient response of thrust bearing system showing clearance change variation to on-off-on step changes in alternator power. Shaft speed, 12,000 rpm; power factor, 0.8 lagging; bearing cavity pressure, 11.2 psia (7.7x10^4 N/m²); valve speed control.
manner. However, the transient was initiated using contactor C2: C1 and C3 were closed (fig. 8). These transients resulted in negligible clearance changes in both the thrust and journal bearings. Using this control system, the turbine ran at constant pressure ratio, thus power. Any changes in load were absorbed by the speed controller load bank. In other words, the speed controller added or removed load as necessary to maintain 12 000 rpm. As a result the thrust bearings did not see any load changes.

**SUMMARY OF RESULTS**

A gas bearing turboalternator built for a Brayton cycle power system underwent several different transient tests representative of the type expected in an actual system. The most significant results of the tests are as follows:

1. Journal bearing radial clearance increases over the design limit were experienced during an experimental startup. The large clearances were caused by insufficient control of the bearing mount ring coolant. The clearance is dependent on the mount ring coolant oil conditions. Although the clearances exceeded the design limit only slightly, they caused large bearing orbits. The bearings operated stably during the entire startup procedure.

2. The change from hydrostatic to hydrodynamic operation on the thrust bearing took place smoothly. The change back to hydrostatic operation was also smooth and took place in a shorter time when compared with the change to hydrodynamic operation.

3. Applying electrical step loads to the alternator using the turbine outlet pressure control valve to control the speed resulted in large but stable changes in thrust bearing
clearance and negligible changes in the journal bearings. Using the electrical speed control resulted in negligible changes to both the journal and thrust bearings.

Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Cleveland, Ohio, August 21, 1970,
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